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On the Isomorphism Problem for Endomorphisms
of Lebesgue Spaces9 II

By

I. KuBO*9 H. MURATA** and H. TOTOKI

In part T we studied the Bernoulli property of endomorphisms (i,e.

not-invertible measure preserving transformations) of Lebesgue spaces. In

this part we will examine the Bernoulli property of special three number-

theoretical transformations on (0, 1]. The natural extensions of these

transformations were proved to be Bernoulli by several authors. But the

existence of Bernoulli generators of these transformations themselves has

not been considered. We will prove that these transformations are not

Bernoulli endomorphisms except the trivial cases.

§ 6« F-endomorphisms

Let /(#) be a strictly monotone function from (0,1] into (0, oo) with

absolutely continuous inverse function jf"1, and Tx = {f(oc)} be a trans-

formation on (0,1] where {y} represents the fractional part of ye(0, oo).

Let P={cn=f~l(n, 7^ + 1]; n = Q, 1, 2 , - - -} be the natural partition of (0, 1]

associated with T.

For the transformation T and the partition P, we always assume the

f ollowings:

(Cl) there exists a T-invariant probability measure /JL which is absolutely

continuous with respect to the ordinary Lebesgue measure m on (0, 1],

(C2) P is a generator of T.

We call T on (0, 1] defined by / an f-endomorphism.

Remark. Some conditions which assure (Cl) and (C2) are known
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(cf. Q4] and p] for example).

In this situation let g(x} denote the density function of # with respect

to m 5 that is9

ju(A) = \ g(x)m(dx}
J A

for any measurable set A, then we can easily calculate the value of cano-

nical measure /JL(CH T~lx) for a.e. x as follows.1}

We have

«<*)

r(*)>
0, otherwise,

*(cjr-i*) = < if g(^>Q and X+n

for /^-a.e. x.

Using this formula and the result of Part I, we will discuss on the

existence or non-existence of Bernoulli generators of the following special

three number-theoretical endomorphisms which satisfy the conditions (Cl)

and (C2).

Firstly let/c(» = — and
x

which is called continued-fraction transformation* In this case

and

(1)

where cn = \ — TT~9 - \ ^ = 1- Then the probability distributions
L n> ~T~ 1 % /

1) We denote T-lx = {y: Ty=x}
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{{tc(cn\ T~1x); Ti^l} are not of the same type for /ic-a.e. ^e(0, 1].

Next let f f t ( x ) = 0x (/9>1) and

which is called 0 -expansion transformation.

Lastly let f f f t a ( x ) = 0x + a (£^2, l>a^0) and

which is called linear mod 1 transformation,

In the last two cases W. Parry ([X], Q5J) proved that the measures

/jiff and /iffi(X with the following density functions g@ and g^^ with respect

to 7?i are invariant under T ' $ and TpiOL respectively;

where jF(/9) and F(/9, a) are normalizing constants.

In these cases we get

(2)

where cw = -- s Al, O^^^Ms/S- {/?}, and

a\ R
— — -— - j—
* g/3, a\x

where cK =

Note that g^oc) and g / 3 f a ( x ) are all positive functions (cf. [JT|9
Indeed, for example,

1 ff-2
9
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and g2tCi(x} = 1- Hence the formulas (1)~(3) hold also for m~a,e, x,

Therefore, using (2) and (3), we obtain

] —1, for 77i-a.e. #e(0, 1],

(4) _ ( -0, for m-a.e. *e({0}, 1],

otherwise;

(5)

Then (4) and (5) imply that the probability distributions {ttp(cn\ Tplx);

O^ra^E/?!]} (and {/*£ia(cj r^#); 0^7&^[j9 + af]}) are not of the same

type for /^-a.e. x (and /*£jQ,-a.e. x respectively), except the case of integer

Recalling the necessary condition for any endomorphism to be Bernoulli

(see 2° of §3 in Part I), we have

Theorem 40 Continued-fraction transformation is not a Bernoulli

endomorphism. @-expansion transformations and linear mod 1 transforma-

tions are not Bernoulli endomorphisms except the case of integer /?. If 0

is an integer, T^ and T^>a are both Bernoulli endomorphisms, and are

isomorphic under the isomorphism S7x = {x + r} (Weyl automorphism}

where r= ^a „ .

It is easy to see that the Bernoulli generators of Tp and T^ttt are

given by P={cn; 0^ ra^/?-!}, and P={cQ U cft9 cl9 c 2 9 - - - 5 c^} respec-

tively for integer 0.

We remark that for the above three transformations of special type

the Bernoulli property of their natural extensions are proved by several

authors (QH, [/T|, p], [[10], p.1], for example), but these transformations

themselves are not Bernoulli. Moreover continued-fraction transformation

has no Markov generator of countable atoms.
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§ 7o Remark§

In this section we will make some remarks on /-endomorphisms

satisfying conditions (Cl) and (C2).

1° Firstly assume that the invariant measure fj. of T is equivalent to

the Lebesgue measure m with density function g(a;)(i.e. g(#)>0 m-a.e. x}.

Let's consider the following isomorphism 6 from ((0, 1], #) onto ((0, 1], ni)

and put

Then, denoting Ty and Tj the mod 1 transformations induced by / and

/ respectively, we have

and Tf has m as its invariant measure. Therefore we can reduce the

study of (Tf, //) to (Tj> m).

2° Noting the above remark 1°, we now consider an /-endomorphism

Tf with positive f such that /(0 + ) — 0 of which invariant measure is the

ordinary Lebesgue measure 771 on (0? 1] and the natural partition P is a

generator. In this situation we can get a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for Tf to be Bernoulli endomorphism.

Assume Tf is Bernoulli with the probability distribution ^ = {A f ; z^O}

with distinct positive elements. By lemma of §6 and 2° of §3 in Part I,

there exists a permutation #* — (tf*(0), 0^(1), • • • ) of {0, 1, 2 , - - -} for a.e. x&

(0,1] such that

Then9 taking the measurable sets gr f f={A;e(0, 1]; Gx = ff}9 we have the

following

(B) there exists a measurable partition Q={q(rl tfe^l of (0, 1] such

that
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C.T WCO + *) = *„*£ 9V, *^0,

where 2 is a family of permutations of {0, 1, 2 , - - -} .

Conversely, assume that f satisfies the above condition (B) with some

probability distribution /l = {/ll-; z^O} with distinct positive elements. Then

the Bernoulli partition (the proper partition) for Tf considered in §3 of

Part I is

Therefore Tf is Bernoulli with the probability distribution I with

distinct positive elements if and only if / satisfies the condition (B) and

RTf is a generator of Tf. However it seems difficult to examine whether

RTf is a generator or not.

Consider the case /(0 + )^0 (/ is increasing). In order that Tf is

Bernoulli it is necessary that /(I)— /(0 + ) is an integer (^2). Hence we

can choose r such that f({T}) = T- Let

f/({*+r»-r, if *^i-{r}9
/(*) =

* + r})-r+/(l)-/(0 + X otherwise.

Then we have /(0 + ) = 0 and S^TrS7=Tj where S7x = {x + r}. Thus

we can reduce the study of Tf to Tj.

3° Let's take

Then Tfair is isomorphic to Tf under the Weyl automorphism 5^^; =

{A; + C^} if a + f = l. However in the case a + ̂ ^!9 we cannot conclude

that Tfatr is Bernoulli even if Tf is so except the special case of Tp and

T/3,a (see ^ne las^ statement of Theorem 4), For example9 let's consider

the following case:

/(*)=
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Then Tfll is a Markov endomorphism with transition matrix
~ ~

and hence TfJ_ 1 is not Bernoulli, but Tf is evidently Bernoulli.
2 • ~Z &
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